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a b s t r a c t
The stimulation of AT1R (Angiotensin II Receptor Type 1) by Angiotensin II has, in addition to the effects
on the renin-angiotensin system, also pro-inflammatory effects through stimulation of ADAM17 and subsequent production of INF-gamma and Interleukin-6. This pro-inflammatory action stimulate the cytokine storm that characterizes the most severe forms of SARS-CoV-2 infection. We studied the effect of
AT1Rab on the AT1R on 74 subjects with SARS-CoV-2 infection with respiratory symptoms requiring hospitalization. We divided the patients into 2 groups: 34 with moderate and 40 with severe symptoms that
required ICU admission. Hospitalized subjects showed a 50% reduction in the frequency of AT1Rab compared to healthy reference population. Of the ICU patients, 33/40 (82.5%) were AT1Rab negative and
16/33 of them (48.5%) died. All 7 patients positive for AT1Rab survived. These preliminary data seem
to indicate a protective role played by AT1R autoantibodies on inflammatory activation in SARS-CoV-2
infection pathology.
Ó 2021 American Society for Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction
COVID-19 can affect anyone, but the disease can create different
degrees of severity, ranging from asymptomatic, to mild, to
extreme symptoms. It is already known that people who have particular genetic characteristics or underlying clinical conditions, can
develop a more severe infection [1,2].
Common risk markers for COVID-19 infection, hospitalization
and death have been largely studied: old age, medications, comorbidities, socio-economic status, access to health care, pregnancy,
certain occupations, and race/ethnicity are proved to increase personal risk [3]. People with older age and hypertension are show to
need careful observation and very early therapy in order to prevent
the potential development of severe COVID-19. Patients with heart
injury, hyperglycemia, diabetes or high-dose corticosteroid treatments may have a higher risk of death [4].
Abbreviations: ACE-2, Angiotensin Converting Enzyme; AT1Rab, autoantibodies
direct vs Angiotensin II Receptor1; AngII, Angiotensin II; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.
⇑ Corresponding author.
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Kidney disease on admission proved also to be highly associated
with in-hospital mortality [5]. Levels of SpO2, lymphocyte, Creactive protein, platelet count, and high lactate dehydrogenase
were confirmed to predict the prognosis of severe COVID-19
patients [6].
In last two years, we gained a deeper knowledge of the SARSCoV-2 pathogenesis: the virus can infect host cells through the
angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE2) receptor, which is part of
the dual system renin- angiotensin system (RAS) on respiratory
epithelium [7].
ACE2 has the main function of negative regulation of the reninangiotensin system, a function that is altered in the binding of the
Spike1 protein of Sars-CoV-2 on the same site [8].
The occupation of the ACE2 site by SARS Cov-2 favors the
increase of serum AngII with consequent abnormal stimulation of
the AT1R [9].
Wallukat et al. first speculated about the pathogenetic role of
AT1Rab in preeclampsia [10]; several studies showed that this
antibody could activate AT1R on different cell types, such as trophoblast, endothelial, mesangial and vascular smooth muscle cells,
with biological responses that lead to hypertensive conditions [11].
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It was shown the anti AT1Rab to be an allosteric agonist of the
AT1R, like the AngII, and it may negatively impact graft or patient
survival in kidney, heart and lung transplant [12]. Therefore,
AT1Rab can directly damage endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells, leading to transcription factors elevation associated with
pro-inflammatory response [13]. These autoantibodies are elevated in patients with end stage cystic fibrosis [14]; they are more
frequent in systemic sclerosis (SS) and more generally in connective tissue diseases [15], even though they can be detected also
in healthy people, with a frequency that ranges between 25% and
30% [16]. AngII acts not only as a vasoconstrictor but also as a
pro-inflammatory molecule through AT1R axis, which activates
ADAM17 with release of pro-inflammatory citokines.
The increased protease activity of disintegrin and metalloprotease enzyme called ADAM17 induced by the fusion of viral particles with the cytoplasmic membrane is supposed to be responsible
of the cleavage of TNF-a, IL6 and other pro-inflammatory molecules in SARS-CoV-2 infection. [9]
Our hypotesis is that the presence of AT1Rab, by interfering
with the action of AngII, can modulate the cytokine cascade and
consequently the inflammation acute phase response in people
infected by SARS-CoV-2.

3. Results
Seventy-four patients hospitalized because of COVID-19 and
one hundred twenty-nine healthy control subjects were analyzed.
The healthy control population studied was essentially composed
of blood donors without significant disease. The two groups were
not different for gender (p = 0.304), the age was significantly different (p < 0.001) between controls and COVID-19 patients, while
there is no difference between severe and mild/moderate group,
as reported in table 1.
The percent of antiAT1R positivity in the study group was
14.86% (11/74) while in the healthy control group was 29.46%
(38/129) Chi Square test = 5.468 (p = 0.019) (Fig. 1).
The severe group (A) reported AT1Rab positivity in 7/40
patients (17.5%) (Range: 10.13–52.0 UI) while the mild/moderate
group (B) showed a positivity 4/34 patients (11.8%) (Range
10.01–24.92 UI) with no significant difference (Chi Square test
(1) = 0.478; p = 0.489). The unpaired test results about the range
of positivity on two group show no significant difference
(t = 0.3224, p = 0.75).
Focusing only on people admitted in ICU it was detect that
16/40 patients died (40%) and they all had not AT1R antibodies,
while 7/40 (18%) who survived, in spite of their several respiratory
conditions, had AT1RAbs. The remaining 17/40 (42%) had no antiAT1Rab, so totally 33/40 (82%) of the patient afferents in ICU, had
no anti-AT1Rab. Data was shown to be significant Chi Square
test = 5.656, p = 0.017. (Table 2, Fig. 2).

2. Material and methods
This was a retrospective study on seventy-four patients with a
confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 admitted to two hospitals of
Abruzzo Region, Italy (L’Aquila and Teramo). Ethic Local Committee approved the study.
Serum samples were been tested for AT1Rab and data were
compared with one hundred and twenty-nine healthy subjects of
control group. Detection of AT1Rab was performed using quantitative ELISA, a solid phase sandwich test (CellTrend GmbH, Luckenwakde, Germany). The presence of antibodies is been detected by
a colorimetric change. The OD450 measurement was conducted
using a standard curve which is generated to allow the quantification of antibodies, using a control sample at varying concentrations
(2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40 U/ml), assuming a positivity  10 U/mL.
We divided 74 patients into 2 groups according to severity of
infection: the severe group (A), made up of forty patients, includes
several and critical cases admitted to Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
while the mild/moderate group (B) is composed by thirty-four
patients admitted in the hospital with a mild respiratory picture.
All variables were analyzed reporting frequencies and percentages for categorical variables and mean, range, median and
interquartile range (IQR) for continuous variables. Proportions
between groups were assessed by the Chi-Square test or Fisher’s
exact test and 95% confidence intervals was reported. Twosample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test was used to
compare continuous variables. A p-value of < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. All analyses were performed using StataMP14, StataCorp LLC (College Station, Texas 77,845 USA).

Fig. 1. AT1RAbs in study and control groups: comparison.

Table 2
AT1RAbs and death/life event.
AT1RAb
EVENT

Negative
n (%)

Positive
n (%)

Total

Death
% row
% column
Life
% row
% column
Total

16
100
48.48
17
70.83
51.52
33

0
0
0
7
29.17
100
7

16
100
40
24
100
60
40

Table 1
Demographics Features of COVID19 Patients and healthy control population Group.
Covid-19 patients

Male sex – n (%)
Age – yr
(mean – range)
(median - IQR)

Controls
(n = 129)

All Covid-19 Patients
(n = 74)

79 (61%)

48 (69%)

54.5 (19–76)
56 (14)

64.6 (29–92)
65.5 (13)

P*
0.304
<0.001

Severe group
(n = 40)

Mild/moderate group
(n = 34)

P**

28 (78%)

20 (59%)

0.088

64.8 (37–89)
66 (11)

64.3 (29–92)
64.5 (19)

0.331

*p: comparing Controls vs All Covid-19 patients; Chi Square test or Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test; p**: comparing severe group vs mild/moderate group; Chi
Square test or Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test.
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Fig. 2. Patients (n) by event and anti AT1R negative/positive.

inflammatory, anti-fibrotic, neurodegenerative, metabolic) and in
the release of vasodilatory molecules [21].
It is known that anti AT1R antibodies induce the increase of
AT2R, by increasing the expression of AT2R at the transcriptional
level of Kif-5 / IRF and post-transcriptional level of circErBb4 /
miR-29a-5p; therefore the presence of antiAT1R antibodies, unbalancing the expression of AT1R / AT2R in favor of AT2R, limit detrimental effects, such as inflammation, fibrosis, vasoconstrictive
properties induced from AngII through activation of AT1R. [22]
The same mechanism underlies the pharmacological efficacy of
AT1R receptor blocking drugs such as sartans [17]. In fact, they
block the binding of AngII to the AT1R receptor and make it available for the AT2R receptor by turning off the vasoconstrictive, proliferative and inflammatory effects. [18,19]
Data collected is statistically significant: AT1Rab, when
expressed, could be able to protect people from the virus itself or
unburdening the ongoing infection. Once infected, the lack of this
autoantibody could reveal a specific aptitude to hospitalization.
Moreover, next to classic severity markers as old age and comorbidities, AT1Rab could be used as severity and death prognostic
marker as well. In a worldwide pandemic situation, next to the categorical imperative to vaccinate, the challenge is also to highlight
those factors, which could really protect people from infection,
and this study shows that AT1Rab could be one of them. Our data
are not in line with recent literature data [20] but it should be
noted that the our evaluation of AT1Rab was carried out on the
basis of the an actual positivity cut-off and not on the basis of an
average values evaluation. The small data sample we examined
cannot be generalized and other studies are needed to support
our hypotheses about a protective role of AT1R autoantibodies in
the inflammatory activation in COVID-19 pathology.

4. Discussion
We divided the whole population of seventy-four people in two
groups (A) and (B). The first group (A) is made of forty patients
admitted in Intensive Care Unit because of their several respiratory
conditions, while the second group (B) includes thirty-four
patients with a mild or moderate infection, which required hospitalization as well. First, we compared the percent of AT1Rab in the
hospitalized population with a healthy control group. We analyzed
the dosage of AT1Rab to test a possible correlation with the clinical
situation of patients affected by SARS-CoV-2: the frequency of
AT1Rab (>10 U/ml) in healthy population was 29.46% (38/129),
which is higher than the frequency observed in people affected
by SARS-CoV-2 who required hospitalization was 14.86% (4/34)
(p = 0.019). These preliminary results highlight the association
between the lack of AT1Rab and severity of infection that cause
the hospitalization.
We then focused on only 40 patients with COVID-19 admitted
in Intensive Care Unit for respiratory monitoring, and it was clear
that all the ones who died had not the AT1Rab and the only 18%
of survivors endowed with them, despite their severe conditions
at hospitalization.
The results suggest that the presence of AT1R autoantibodies
can possibly play a role in Sars-CoV-2 infection by decreasing the
effect of AngII accumulation following the virus occupation of
the ACE2 receptor. Since AT1Rab was present in the healthy control
in absence of pathological manifestations, it could be explained as
a consequence of a probable state of tolerance to the effect of the
chronic stimulus of AT1Rab on its receptor. The increase of AngII
due to the occupation of ACE2 by Sars-CoV-2 therefore finds, in
subjects positive for anti.AT1R autoantibodies, an immune system
‘‘refractory” to acute activation, while in subjects without antiAT1R autoantibodies can induce a violent cytokine storm.
Another hypothesis is that the presence of anti-AT1R autoantibodies may determines an increase in plasmatic AngII which
makes itself available to bind to a second AT2R receptor.
AngII is the most relevant molecule of the RAS pathway and
performs its function by activating the following G-proteincoupled receptors: angiotensin II receptor type 1 (AT1R) and angiotensin II receptor type 2 (AT2R).The effects exerted by these two
membrane receptors are opposite, in particular, AT1R induces
detrimental effects, such as inflammation, fibrosis, and altered
redox balance in addition to vasoconstrictive properties, whereas
AT2R is involved in protective and regenerating actions (anti-
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